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ABSTRACT

Effective communication among first responders during and in the aftermath of a disaster can affect outcomes
dramatically. In this paper, we discuss the design of a resilient architecture that enables effective first responder
communications even in such challenging scenarios. Our ReDiCom (Resilient Disaster Communications) network
architecture builds resilience into the framework across all the layers. The information layer allows communication by
roles and identities instead of addresses to support communication among dynamically formed first responder teams.
The network layer provides robust and resilient communication even when facilities are error- and disruption-prone.
The coded communication and computation further improve resilience and enable efficient data processing in
disaster management.
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INTRODUCTION
Effective communication among first responders is one of the most important factors in achieving and maintaining
situational awareness in disaster management. The key for an effective communication in such situations is to
be able to not only have communication within the organizational structure but also among dynamically formed
teams (along the newly created and evolving incident command chains) whose members might come from different
departments: e.g., law enforcement, EMT, firefighting, etc. The system might also need to accommodate a number
of other people depending on the type of incident. For example, an earlier study (Chen, Arumaithurai, Fu, et al.
2016) carefully investigated the London Bombing response: the key there for helping people was to be able to
bring the team of people who are managing the subway system in London, to be part of the first response team.
Impacted infrastructure and disrupted communication channels is another concern in some disasters like hurricane
or earthquake. In some cases, the channels, although still functioning, may be congested due to high communication
demand. Also, large amounts of data is usually generated at the edge network after a disaster, which should be
efficiently processed (e.g., creating a map showing the disaster area) for efficient disaster management.

Informed by a careful study on reported experiences and communication requirements of first responders from a
variety of recent disaster situations, we realize that the challenges include (but not limited to):
• Impediments to communication — the new command chain of the special teams that are dynamically formed
in response to a disaster may usually be different from the original organizational hierarchy. Therefore, the
address or identity (e.g., phone numbers) of team members may not be known to each other. They might even use
different communication facilities since they might come from different departments.
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• Limited infrastructure support — the civilian and/or specialized communication facilities may be damaged by the
disaster. In some cases, even when the infrastructure is intact, the channels might be congested by the burst of
communication from both the civilians and first responders.
• High computation requirement — due to the infrastructure failure, data that are usually processed in the cloud

need to be processed locally. There is a need to harness the computational resource of the individual devices with
limited capacity (e.g.smartphones) through distributed computation that is performed in a reliable and privacy
preserving manner.

In this work, we propose ReDiCom, an architecture that provides timely, efficient and resilient information
dissemination in managing disasters. The architecture addresses the aforementioned challenges by: (i) building
resilience into the framework across all the layers; (ii) creating a naming framework that allows communication by
role and identity among the dynamically formed teams, rather than addresses; (iii) taking advantage of device-to-
device (D2D) communications to cover the areas with infrastructure failure (or congested channels); (iv) providing
resilient coded communication and distributed coded computing even when facilities are error and disruption-prone.

REDICOM ARCHITECTURE

Our architecture seeks to enable first responders to communicate, even when the control and command structure of
the newly formed team is different from the original organizational hierarchy and is dynamically evolving. The
architecture is designed to provide efficient and widespread dissemination of information without resorting to
broadcast and enable communication over lossy, disruption-prone, congested channels that may also be disconnected
from the primary infrastructure. Furthermore, our architecture uses end/edge devices to collaboratively process data
collected from the disaster area in a private and secure manner.
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Figure 1. Architecture for Disaster Management Communications

The ReDiCom system architecture (Fig. 1) re-designs the way first responder communication is handled in disaster
situations, by incorporating resiliency as a key component. We enable information resilience among dynamically
formed groups by leveraging the concept of named entities to communicate over a variety of network environments,
including subnets that are partitioned and disconnected from the rest of the infrastructure due to disasters. The
architecture seeks to smoothly transition from an infrastructure-based environment to one that exploits D2D
connectivity among entities within a partition when infrastructure-based communication facilities are limited or fail.
Resiliency is enhanced by coding techniques to communicate over error-prone, low bandwidth or congested links.

Communication among entities with names allows us to support people (first responders, civilians), devices (even
an individual’s multiple devices) and information (critical situational information such as weather, news) without
being tied to a current location. It allows for mobility and utilization of cached information. A key component of
this Information-Centric Network (ICN) architecture is a naming schema that accommodates diverse organizational
frameworks in a single uniform name space. The naming schema supports identification of individuals, devices
or groups by names or by their roles. We support dynamically formed first responder teams that may cross
organizational boundaries. The namespace can dynamically evolve according to the situation, with new names and
relationships being added. Each name (role) is associated with a network address (NA) that may change due to
mobility or other reasons. A Name Resolution System (NRS) translates names to NAs, and communication based
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on roles is achieved by addressing recipients by the (name of the) role. The network thus delivers messages to the
proper individual(s) instantiating the role.

While there may be initial support from the infrastructure, the architecture will be resilient to the infrastructure
disruptions. We use GOSSIP-like (Haas et al. 2006) protocols for name discovery (including name↦→NA mappings
and name reachability). To forward data, rather than being dependent solely on the LTE or WiFi infrastructure,
the architecture utilizes D2D communication with heterogeneous interfaces (e.g., LTE-Direct, WiFi-Direct, and
Bluetooth) within a partition and delay-tolerant network (DTN) routing to cross partitions. To improve robustness
and resiliency over limited capacity or error-prone channels (especially in D2D communications), we utilize link
layer network coding. Having each device perform coding (including network coding and Fountain codes) mitigates
data transmission bottlenecks in D2D networks.

Distributed computing is a crucial component of our architecture when there is little or no infrastructure support.
ReDiCom divides a computationally intensive task into small subtasks at a master device, and offload each subtask to
multiple first responder/civilian devices (workers). Coding is applied to improve resiliency and security of the system.

INFORMATION LAYER

The information layer allows the first responders to send messages to the right set of people, based on their roles.
ReDiCom adopts concepts of information-centric communication (Jacobson et al. 2009; L. Zhang et al. 2014; Chen,
Arumaithurai, Jiao, et al. 2011), which is driven by a name-based framework as the foundation. This allows first
responders to communicate based on roles instead of having to keep track of their address (e.g., phone numbers, IP
addresses). We have observed that multiple command chains can exist among first responder departments. To reflect
such rich relationships, we enhanced existing ICN solutions with a graph-based namespace. However, it is difficult
to accommodate graph-based namespaces in the network layer, as every router needs to perform sophisticated graph
logic. Therefore, we create an information layer above the traditional network layer, supported on a selected set of
nodes (multicast RPs) that perform the expansion logic based on the graph semantics. This keeps the network layer
simple and efficient (multicast based on flat IDs) (Jahanian et al. 2019).

Graph-based Namespace

While hierarchical namespaces (as in DNS, URL, and file systems) are easy to manage and process, they fall short
in representing the richer information organization we see recently, where each concept can belong to multiple
dimensions. Even when there is a strict hierarchy in each dimension, the final organization becomes a directed graph.
One typical example is Wikipedia, where each document and category can belong to multiple parent categories in
different dimensions. Similarly, when we consider how first responders are organized, we observe multiple command
chains (hierarchies) in different dimensions. E.g., the New Jersey Fire department (“NJ Fire” in Fig. 2a) has a
location dimension (belong to “NJ”) and a functionality dimension (belong to “Fire”). When a department/unit
is involved in a particular incident, it would belong to a new dimension and a new command chain (e.g., the Fire
Engine 2 in NJ (“NJ FE2”) is dispatched as a “Fire Fighting” unit in “Incident X”). Specific individuals might
also be responsible for a role during one shift. While designing the namespace, we need to embrace all of these
rich characteristics to better reflect the relationship among first responders in different command chains.

In solutions such as DNS or NDN, in order to represent the multi-dimensioned relationships, applications have to
duplicate the names and result in scalability issues and overhead in management. E.g., in Fig 2b, to represent that
“NJ Fire” belongs in two dimensions, these solutions have to create multiple copies of the whole sub-tree below
“NJ Fire”. ReDiCom supports a namespace based on directed graphs to better represent the relationship among the
first responder departments and units. In our system, each first responder subscribes to his/her own role (a name in
the namespace). When sending a message to a name, the message will reach the subscribers of this name, and the
subscribers of all its descendant names. Fig. 2a shows a simple namespace for first responders. A sender can easily
indicate the range of the receivers using the name he/she sends to. E.g., when sending a message to fire engine 2
(“NJ FE2”), the message will reach all the subscribers of “NJ FE2”, “Driver 1”, and “F. Fighter1”. Sending a
message to “NJ Fire” would reach all the firefighters in the 3 fire engines (descendant names in the namespace).
We can even send a message to all the firefighters by sending the message to “Fire”. In short, the messages will be
propagated along the directed links in the namespace and reach all the subscribers below.

More importantly, we allow the namespace to be dynamic. The structured names can represent not only a
pre-defined, well-known organizational structure, but also dynamically created roles and command chains for
disaster management. In Fig. 2a, we use yellow nodes to represent the well-known organization structure and blue
nodes to represent the dynamically created command chain for “Incident X”. With the graph-based namespace,
we only need to add links between names to reflect unit dispatching, thus reduce a lot of control and management
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Figure 2. Comparison between graph-based namespace and hierarchical namespace in disaster management

overhead. The two red arrows in the figure indicate that “NJ FE2” (and all the units below) and “F. Fighter 2”
are dispatched as “Fire Fighting” units in “Incident X”. When a commander needs to send a message to “Fire
Fighting”, the message can be propagated to these units naturally. In comparison, in a system requiring strict
hierarchical namespace (shown in Fig. 2b), the manager would end up replicating the affected names (shown
in red rectangle). To make things worse, the first responders have to subscribe to the new names to receive the
messages sent in the new command chain. This step would incur great control overhead (dispatcher notify the first
responders and first responders subscribe to new names) especially at the beginning of a disaster. The potential
loss of infrastructure support would make this step even more difficult since the first responders might be in a
disconnected area when the disaster occurs.

Pub/Sub over Graph-based Namespace

Within this graph-based namespace, timeliness and relevance of the information delivery are important. The
useful service interface here is a publish/subscribe capability, because it separates the temporal coupling between
publication and expression of interest for a particular piece of information. However, it is difficult to support
pub/sub in the network layer since the graph semantics are usually more complicated compared to the traditional
hierarchical structures (which can be managed with longest-prefix matching).
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Figure 3. Supporting graph-based namespace in the information layer

In ReDiCom, we introduce an information layer that deals with the graph logic and keep the network layer
simple and efficient. As is shown in Fig. 3, the network layer performs multicast based on flat IDs. We use a
rendezvous-point(RP)-based shared multicast structure (e.g., IP multicast (Estrin et al. 1998), ICN multicast (Chen,
Arumaithurai, Jiao, et al. 2011; Mukherjee et al. 2016), or even application-layer multicast) to allow multiple
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publishers to send messages to the same name. The functionality of the information layer is implemented on these
RPs. Each RP keeps a =0<4 ↦→ 2ℎ8;3A4= mapping for the names served on this RP (just a part of the namespace,
shown on the left of Fig. 3). On receiving a message, the RP would (i) lookup the partial mapping to determine
the reachable descendants; (ii) multicast the message to the names that are served on the RP; and (iii) unicast
the message to the names that are served on the other RPs. E.g., in Fig. 3 (using namespace shown in Fig. 2a),
when the Commander sends a message to “Fire Fighting”, the network routes the message to RP2 according to the
Name ↦→RP mapping (NRS, shown on the right in the figure). This is not unlike how existing multicast solutions
find the RP for a multicast group. When RP2 receives the message, it looks up its name mapping and see that “Fire
Fighting” has 2 children “NJ FE2” and “F. Fighter 2”. However, it does not have to know the descendants of
“NJ FE2” since the name is not served on the RP. RP2 then multicasts the message to name “Fire Fighting”. The
network layer sends the message to “FM5” and everyone who subscribes to “Fire Fighting” (based on flat ID). RP2
then sends (unicasts) the message to names “NJ FE2” and “F. Fighter 2” (since they are not served on this RP)
and the network forwards them to RP1 according to the NRS. Similar to RP2, RP1 finds the descendants of these
names and eventually multicasts the message to the subscribers of “F. Fighter 2” (not shown in the figure), “NJ
FE2” (FM1), and its children “Driver 1” (FM2), “F. Fighter 1” (FM3, FM4).
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Figure 4. Lookup latency between flat and graph-based namespace vs. FIB size

This solution keeps the network layer simple since the routers only need to unicast and multicast based on flat IDs
(simple hash table lookups). They do not have to understand the relationship among the IDs. The solution also
ensures scalability since each RP only keeps a small portion of the namespace – the (direct) children of all the
names it serves.
To demonstrate the differences between the forwarding using flat and names that reflect the namespace organization
(e.g., either tree or graph-based namespace), we implement the FIB for both namespaces (called graph FIB and
flat FIB) and measure the lookup speed with different types of graphs (scale-free directed graph vs. binary tree
vs. flat) with different number of names in the FIB (20∼460). Both FIBs are implemented with user-space
RCU library (Userspace RCU 2012) — a library widely used in software routers and in the Linux kernel as an
alternative for read-write locks for improved performance. The flat FIB is a simple hash table which maps from
a name (a 20-byte string) to a set of next-hop Network Addresses (NAs, with each NA being a 4-byte string) of
the downstream routers with clients subscribed to the name. A lookup in the flat FIB is equivalent to a hash
table lookup which returns the next-hop NAs for the destination name in the packet (similar to a FIB lookup in
PIM-SM (Estrin et al. 1998)). The graph FIB has two mappings: a =0<4 ↦→ #�[] mapping similar to flat FIB; and
a =0<4 ↦→ 2ℎ8;3_=0<4[] mapping which stores the graph namespace relationship. A lookup in the graph FIB
involves a Breadth-First Search (BFS) to traverse through the descendant set of the destination name in the packet,
and find out all the (unique) next hop NAs belonging to the descendant set.
We evalue the FIB implementations on Dell PowerEdge R740 servers with Intel Xeon Gold 6126 CPU@3.3GHz and
192GB of memory @2666MHz. The results are shown in Fig. 4. We see that the lookup latency of the graph FIB
increases with the growth of FIB size, since the graph becomes more complex and takes longer to perform the lookup.
In comparison, the lookup latency for a flat-ID based FIB does not increase significantly since it does not have to
deal with the relationships between the names. When we compare the lookup latency of flat FIB and graph FIB of
the same size, the graph FIB is around 40∼400 times slower than the flat FIB. This difference continues to increase
with the FIB size. This demonstrates the necessity to separate the graph-based lookup from the network layer. At
the same time, there is also the need to have a distributed information layer to prevent a single-point-of-failure
on the RPs. The forwarding at the RPs is slower, since they have to use graph FIBs for their lookup.
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NETWORK LAYER

ReDiCom aims to utilize D2D links to attain a network layer operation that copes with partially available or
unavailable communication infrastructure. Effective multi-hop D2D communications over heterogeneous bands and
devices require: (i) seamless and efficient routing on devices from different vendors, and (ii) swift detection of good
quality D2D links. The former is needed for civilians and first responders to communicate with each other using
heterogeneous devices, and the latter is required for finding the best multi-hop D2D path to reach a device. For
the former requirement, we focus on performing the infrastructure-less D2D routing in the user space of Android
devices by designing routing protocols that can work over disconnection/delay tolerant networks (DTNs). For the
latter, effective and quick measurement of D2D link quality is needed.

Detecting Useful D2D Links

To establish stable routing on top of D2D links, the application needs to decide which links to use for routing and
associate a “link cost” to each. This quality measurement is crucial for two reasons: First, a discovered D2D link
may have very low quality if it is traversing two hops. When multiple devices are peered together, they form a group
among themselves for Bluetooth and WiFi Direct. For example, Fig. 5 illustrates that devices A, B, and C are in the
same Bluetooth group and A is the master of the group. If B wants to communicate with C, it needs to traverse
a two-hop link from B to A and then A to C. Second, as IoT devices are becoming more available and wireless
interfaces are able to span tens or hundreds of meters of range, the peer discovery process can generate many D2D
links. It is critical to filter out the bad links quickly so that the routing decisions can be made reliably and timely.

D2D Link Quality Measurement

B C
Bluetooth

A

A

B C

Master

SlaveSlave

x x x x

Figure 5. Intra-group communication of D2D links: Despite appearing as a single link to user-space application,
intra-group communication for a D2D link may involve two hops if it is between two slave nodes.

We have implemented an Android application for searching and measuring the quality of heterogeneous D2D
links. The application employs a multi-threaded peer discovery that handles both WiFi Direct and Bluetooth links
simultaneously. It measures D2D link quality for metrics including received signal strength indicator (RSSI),
throughput, and effective round-trip time (RTT). We performed extensive experiments in real settings that measure
quality of D2D links in indoor, outdoor, line-of-sight (LoS) and non-line-of-sight (NLoS) cases while using devices
from various vendors. We measured the RSSI of the Bluetooth links and the throughput of Wi-Fi Direct links using
TCP. The indoor experiments were done in a 3m × 60m corridor and a corner was utilized for NLoS measurements.
The measurement experiments were repeated until a good confidence was attained, i.e., 50+ times for RSSI and
15+ times for the throughput measurements. As seen in Fig. 6, we observed that the throughput and RSSI both
reduce with distance. Indoor LoS is the most reliable and the least dependent on distance, while indoor NLoS is the
most sensitive to distance. Further, our results showed that RSSI is a more reliable metric compared to RTT or
throughput, in terms of how a D2D link performs in different environments. However, RSSI is only available on the
Bluetooth API in Android. On the positive side, after performing a correlation study among the D2D link quality
metrics in various settings, we found that the Bluetooth RSSI is sufficient to determine the quality of the WiFi
Direct link (between the same devices) in terms of (i) TCP throughput in all environments, (ii) UDP throughput for
indoor NLoS or outdoor LoS cases, and (iii) RTT in outdoor LoS case. Sub-second quantification of the D2D link’s
quality is made feasible by tuning the developed measurement methods for fastest convergence to correct metric
value, and designing hybrid methods utilizing RSSI and UDP-based throughput measurements.

Efficient Routing over DTNs

Highly dynamic and disconnected networks require specialized routing protocols that operate in environments
where disconnections, lack of resources and long delays are the norm. Traditionally, DTN routing designs mostly
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Figure 6. D2D link performance with 90% confidence

used epidemic routing (Acer et al. 2010; Vahdat and Becker 2000), which forwards multiple copies of data packets
to increase the probability of delivery (reachability). This is, in essence, a flooding-based approach; and in a setting
where D2D links are hardly available and very valuable, it is not practical. D2D links can easily get overwhelmed
by the unnecessary copies of the data packets. Another major line of DTN routing work has been based on distance
vectors (DVs) as they summarize the reachability information based on destinations, which are typically much fewer
than links, and hence have a better potential for scaling the routing state. In DV routing each mobile node maintains
a localized view from reachability updates received from its direct neighbors and calculates the shortest paths to
destinations using the Bellman-Ford algorithm, with very little to no reliance on periodic advertisements which
reduces the overall bandwidth demand among mobile nodes, therefore making it suitable for highly dynamic ad-hoc
networks. However, traditional DV routing (TDVR) assumes a connected network. Several studies adapted the
essence of TDVR to mobile ad hoc settings by utilizing preceding data transmissions with an on-demand route
discovery stage (Perkins et al. 2003) or requiring senders to have a-priori knowledge of the network (Johnson and
Maltz 1996). These studies, however, assumed a connected underlying network and did not address the fundamental
problem of unicast (or nearly unicast) and multicast forwarding of data packets over a partitioned network.

Binary State DVRP – Control Packet Handler
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Figure 7. DVs with active or inactive states

In ReDiCom, we design a DV routing protocol that can work on disconnected networks. We introduce binary state
information to the control plane by marking DV table entries with active or inactive states. Each node can have
either active or inactive DV entries in order to preserve information about past connections along with the currently
active connections. The idea is to provide nodes with more information in making data dissemination decisions and
also leverage regular mobility patterns of certain nodes, particularly mules such as a patrol car in a first responder
network. As shown in Fig. 7, each DV entry is a {cost, state} pair. After the failure of link B-C, the nodes exchange
their DVs and converge to new DVs with active paths indicated with state being 1 in their DV entries. However,
when A-C also fails, the nodes update their DV entries when they realize that their paths towards some destinations
(i.e., path to C from A and B, and paths to A and B from C) to inactive as they became disconnected. We revised
the TDVR’s Bellman-Ford calculation techniques and established the rules of how the DV entries are supposed to
be calculated when such binary state is included in the design.
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Given the binary state DV entries, we can then reduce the number of data packets being exchanged. When data
packets are being forwarded, we flag their local copy depending on how they were forwarded: not-forwarded,
inactive-forwarded, and active-forwarded. These flags, respectively, correspond to the data packets that were (i) not
forwarded to any neighbor yet, (ii) forwarded on an inactive path entry, and (iii) forwarded on an active path entry.
This allows the data plane to better utilize the local buffer for storing the data packets. When a new data packet
arrives, the preference for choosing a victim in the buffer is active-forwarded > inactive-forwarded > not-forwarded,
since this order indicates the likelihood of a data packet’s arrival to its destination. That is, an active-forwarded
packet is most likely going to make it to its destination as it was forwarded on an active path, while a not-forwarded
packet should be kept in the buffer as long as possible until it is at least forwarded to a neighbor before being deleted.

CODED COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTATION

To provide robust and resilient communication and computation over error-prone channels, ReDiCom uses coding
theory. Coded D2D groups mitigate data transmission and computation bottlenecks in D2D networks by having
each device perform coding. Coding enhances reliability and security in D2D networks, where there is limited or
no infrastructure support.

Reliability and Throughput Improvement

A key component ReDiCom is network coding, where packets to/from first responders are coded together for
throughput improvement and reliability. Consider an example scenario where a group of first responder devices is in
the same transmission range. In this setup, a common content, e.g., crucial voice instructions, can be broadcast over
infrastructure-based links. Next, we show the throughput improvement and reliability benefit of network coding.

Example 1: Let us consider four packets, ?1, ?2, ?3, ?4 being broadcast from a base station via infrastructure-based
links. Assume that packet ?1 is missing at device =1 possibly due to mobility of the device, poor link quality,
interference, or a physical attack. Similarly, assume that ?2 is missing at =2, and ?3 and ?4 are missing at =3.

Without network coding, four transmissions are required from the base station to recover the missing packets. The
number of transmissions could further increase if the connection between the base station and one of the devices is
interrupted. On the other hand, the missing packets can be recovered using network coding. Now, consider that
infrastructure-based links are complemented by D2D links. If each mobile device can receive two simultaneous
packets; one via the infrastructure-based link, and the other through a D2D link from one of the other devices.
Then, the following transmissions can be simultaneously made to recover the missing packets: (i) the base station
broadcasts ?1 + ?3 via infrastructure-based links, and (ii) device =1 broadcasts ?2 + ?4 via D2D links. Thus, the
number of transmissions is reduced to one (as ?1 + ?3 and ?2 + ?4 are simultaneously transmitted) from four when
D2D links complement infrastructure-based and network coding is used. However, it is crucial to determine which
network codes should be transmitted over each interface. �

This example shows that first responder devices can use infrastructure-based and D2D links simultaneously to
recover missing packets with the help of network coding, thus improving reliability and throughput. As part of
ReDiCom, we design a network coding mechanism for intermittently connected D2D networks, which is common
scenario in first responder communication. We formulate the problem as a two-layer conflict graph where the higher
layer represents all feasible network coded packets that can be transmitted over infrastructure-based links, while the
lower layer consists of network coded packets that can be transmitted via D2D links. We show that finding the
optimal network coded packets to minimize delay is equivalent to finding the maximum independent set of the
two-layer conflict graph.

Secure Coded Distributed Computation

Distributed computing is crucial in our ReDiCom architecture when there is little or no infrastructure support. E.g.,
creating a map showing the disaster area. Our approach to this problem is to divide a computationally intensive task
into small subtasks at a master device, and offload each subtask to multiple first responder/civilian devices (workers)
after coding to improve resiliency of the system (Lee et al. 2018). The next example demonstrates the potential of
coded computation for matrix multiplication.

Example 2: Consider a setup where a master wishes to offload a matrix multiplication � = �) x task to 3 workers.
Assume � is a  ×  matrix, x is a vector. Matrix � is divided into two sub matrices �1 and �2, which are then
encoded using a (3, 2) Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) code to give �1 = �1, �2 = �2 and �3 = �1 + �2, and
sends each to a different worker. When the master receives the computed values (i.e., �)

8
x) from at least two out of

three workers, it can decode its desired task, which is the computation of �) x. The power of coded computations is
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that it makes �3 = �1 + �2 acts as a “joker" task that can replace any of the other two tasks if they end up straggling
or failing. �

The very nature of task offloading from a master to worker makes the computation framework vulnerable to attacks.
One of the attacks is eavesdropper adversary, where one or more of workers can behave as an eavesdropper and can
spy on the coded data sent to these devices for computations. For example, �3 = �1 + �2 in Example 2 can be
processed and spied by worker 3. Even though �1 + �2 is coded, the attacker can infer some information from this
coded task. Thus, it is crucial to develop a private coded computation mechanism against eavesdropper adversary.
We developed a private coded computation (PRAC) mechanism for matrix-vector multiplication in master/client
setup (Bitar et al. 2021). Next, we illustrate the main idea of PRAC through an illustrative example.

Example 3: We consider the same setup in Example 2. The master device divides matrix � column-wise into 3
sub-matrices �1, �2, �3; and encodes these matrices using a fountain code; specifically LT code. An example set
of coded packets is {�2, �3, �1 + �3, �2 + �3}. However, prior to sending a coded packet to a worker, the master
generates a random key matrix ' with the same dimension as �8 and with entries drawn uniformly from the same
field which contains the entries of �. The key matrix is added to the coded packets to provide privacy as shown in
Table 1. In particular, a key matrix '1 is created at the start of time slot 1, combined with �1 + �3 and �3, and
transmitted to workers 2 and 3, respectively. '1 is also transmitted to worker 1 in order to obtain '1x that will help
the master in the decoding process. Since the devices have heterogeneous computing power, offloaded tasks are
completed at different times. The computation of (�1 + �3 + '1)x is completed at the end of time slot 1. Thus, at
that time slot the master generates a new matrix '2 and sends it worker 2. At time slot 3, worker 1 finishes its
computation, therefore the master adds '2 to �2 + �3 and sends it to worker 1. A similar process is repeated at
time slot 4. Now the master waits for worker 2 to return '2x and for any other worker to return its uncompleted
task in order to decode �x. Thanks to using key matrices '1 and '2, and assuming that workers do not collude,
privacy is guaranteed. On a high level, privacy is guaranteed because the observation of the workers is statistically
independent from �. �

Table 1. An example PRAC operation.

Time Worker 1 Worker 2 Worker 3
1

'1
�1 + �3 + '1

�3 + '12
'23

�2 + �3 + '24 �2 + '2

To summarize, our idea is to mask � with ', and
instead of distributing �) x, we distribute (� + ')) x,
where some workers are dedicated to calculate ') x
to be able decode �) x. An alternative solution is
the use of fully homomorphic encryption (Gentry and
Boneh 2009; Van Dĳk et al. 2010), which allows the
workers to compute on encrypted data, but is known to
be computationally intensive and may not be a viable
solution for first responders. We develop PRAC for any
number of colluding workers. We analyzed the performance of PRAC and evaluated it on real Android-based
devices, and observed that PRAC outperforms known secure coded computing methods up to 30% when resources
are heterogeneous (Bitar et al. 2021).

SUMMARY

We see that communication is key to saving lives in disaster management. The three main challenges to provide
efficient communication in this context are: (i) teams are dynamically formedwhichmight even involve personnel that
are not usually part of the first-responder environment (ii) we might face infrastructure that is impacted or the channel
could be congested in the aftermath of a disaster; and (iii) high computation requirement in the application layer.

In this work, we proposed ReDiCom, a layered architecture to deal with these challenges: (i) the information
layer takes the concept of information-centric communication to allow first responders to communicate based on
roles, which is independent of the user identity, their geo-location or the location in the network; (ii) the D2D
communication (enhanced with coded communication) enables efficient data delivery even in the infrastructure-less
environments; and (iii) the distributed coded computation processes the data efficiently and securely to satisfy the
computation requirements in disaster management.
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